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Abstract
A set of interacting particles are coupled to a phenomenological core described using the gener-
alized coherent state model. Among the particle-core states a finite set which have the property
that the angular momenta carried by the proton and neutron quadrupole bosons and the particles,
separately, are mutually orthogonal are identified. The magnetic properties of such states are stud-
ied. All terms of the model Hamiltonian exhibit chiral symmetry except the spin-spin interaction.
There are four bands of the type with two-quasiparticle-core dipole states, exhibiting properties
which are specific for magnetic twin bands. An application is presented, for the isotopes 188,190Os.
PACS numbers: 21.60.Er, 21.10.Ky, 21.10.Re
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I. INTRODUCTION
Some of the fundamental properties of nuclear systems may be evidenced through their
interaction with an electromagnetic field. The two components of the field, electric and
magnetic, are used to explore the properties of electric and magnetic nature, respectively.
At the end of the last century, the scissors like states [1–3] and the spin-flip excitations
[4] were widely treated by various groups. The scissors mode provides a description of
the angular oscillation of the proton against a neutron system, and the total strength is
proportional to the nuclear deformation squared, which reflects the collective character of
the excitation [3, 4].
By virtue of this feature it was believed that the magnetic collective properties are in gen-
eral associated with deformed systems. This is not true due to the magnetic dipole bands,
where the ratio between the moment of inertia and the B(E2) value for exciting the first 2+
from the ground state 0+, I(2)/B(E2), takes large values, of the order of 100(eb)−2MeV −1.
These large values can be explained by there being a large transverse magnetic dipole mo-
ment which induces dipole magnetic transitions, but almost no charge quadrupole moment
[5]. Indeed, there are several experimental data sets showing that the dipole bands have
large values for B(M1) ∼ 3 − 6µ2N , and very small values of B(E2) ∼ 0.1(eb)2 (see for
example Ref.[6]). The states are different from the scissors mode ones, exhibiting instead
a shears character. A system with a large transverse magnetic dipole moment may consist
of a triaxial core to which a proton prolate orbital and a neutron oblate hole orbital are
coupled. The maximal transverse dipole momentum is achieved when, for example, jp is
oriented along the small axis of the core and jn along the long axis and the core rotates
around the intermediate axis. Suppose that the three orthogonal angular momenta form a
right trihedral frame. If the Hamiltonian describing the interacting system of protons, neu-
trons and the triaxial core is invariant to the transformation which changes the orientation
of one of the three angular momenta, i.e. the right trihedral frame is transformed to one of
a left type, one says that the system exhibits a chiral symmetry. As always happens, such
a symmetry is identified when it is broken and consequently to the two trihedral ones there
correspond distinct energies, otherwise close to each other. Thus, a signature for a chiral
symmetry characterizing a triaxial system is the existence of two ∆I = 1 bands which are
close in energies. On increasing the total angular momentum, the gradual alignment of jp
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and jn to the total J takes place and a magnetic band is developed.
In [7] we attempted to investigate another chiral system consisting of one phenomenolog-
ical core with two components, one for protons and one for neutrons, and two quasiparticles
whose angular momentum J is oriented along the symmetry axis of the core due to the
particle-core interaction. In the quoted reference we proved that states of total angular
momentum I, where the three components mentioned above carry the angular momenta
Jp,Jn,J which are mutually orthogonal, do exist. Such a configuration seems to be opti-
mal for defining a large transverse magnetic moment that induces large M1 transitions. In
choosing the candidate nuclei with chiral features, we were guided by the suggestion [5] that
triaxial nuclei may favor orthogonality of the aforementioned three angular momenta and
therefore may exhibit a large transvercse magnetic moment. In the previous publication,
the formalism was applied to 192Pt, which satisfies the triaxiality signature condition.
Here the same formalism is applied to two other isotopes, 188,190Os. Moreover the pro-
ton and neutrn gyromagnetic factors are calculated in a self-consistent manner. Also, an
extended discussion concerning chiral symmetries of the spin-spin interaction, the broken
symmetries and associated phase transition is presented.
II. BRIEF REVIEW OF THE GCSM
The core is described by the Generalized Coherent State Model (GCSM)[8] which is an
extension of the Coherent State Model (CSM)[9] for a composite system of protons and
neutrons. The CSM is based of the ingredients presented below.
For the sake of giving a self-contained presentation, in what follows we shall give some
minimal information about the phenomenological formalism of GCSM, providng a descrip-
tion of the core system. In his way the necessary notation and the specific properties of the
core are presented. The usual procedure used for describing the excitation energies with a
given boson Hamiltonian is to diagonalize it and fix the structure coefficients such that some
particular energy levels are reproduced. For a given angular momentum, the lowest levels
belong to the ground, gamma and beta bands, respectively. For example, the lowest state
of angular momentum 2, i.e. 2+1 , is a ground band state, the next lowest, 2
+
2 , is a gamma
band state, while 2+3 belongs to the β band. The dominant components of the corresponding
eigenstates are one, two and three phonon states. The harmonic limit of the model Hamilto-
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nian yields a multi-phonon spectrum while on switching on a deforming anharmonicity, the
spectrum is a reunion of rotational bands. The correspondence of the two kinds of spectra,
characterizing the vibrational and rotational regimes respectively, is realized according to
the Sheline-Sakai scheme [10]. In the near vibrational limit a certain staggering is observed
for the γ band, while in the rotational extreme, the staggering is different. The bands are
characterized by the quantum number K which for the axially symmetric nuclei is 0 for the
ground and β bands and equal to 2 for γ band. The specific property of a band structure
consists in the E2 probabilities of transition within a band being much larger that the ones
for transitions between two different bands. For γ stable nuclei, the energies of the states
heading the γ and β bands are ordered as E2+γ > E0+β
, while for γ unstable nuclei the or-
dering is reversed. A third class of nuclei exist for which EJ+γ ≈ EJ+β , J-even. These are
the fundamental features for which the wave functions should provide a description in any
realistic approach. The CSM builds a restricted basis requiring that the states before and
after angular momentum projection are orthogonal and, moreover, accounts for the proper-
ties listed above. If such a construction is possible, then one attempts to define an effective
Hamiltonian which is quasi-diagonal in the selected basis. The CSM is, as a matter of fact,
a possible solution in terms of quadrupole bosons [9].
Unlike within the CSM, within the GCSM [8] quadrupole proton-like bosons, b†pµ, provide
the description of the protons, while quadrupole neutron-like bosons, b†nµ, provide that of
neutrons. Since one deals with two quadrupole bosons instead of one, one expects to have
a more flexible model and to find a simpler solution satisfying the restrictions required by
CSM. The restricted collective space is defined by the states providing the description of the
three major bands: ground, beta and gamma, as well as the band based on the isovector
state 1+. Orthogonality conditions, required for both intrinsic and projected states, are
satisfied by the following six functions which generate, by angular momentum projection,
six rotational bands:
|g; JM〉 = N (g)J P JM0ψg, |β; JM〉 = N (β)J P JM0Ωβψg, |γ; JM〉 = N (γ)J P JM2(b†n2 − b†p2)ψg,
|γ˜; JM〉 = N (γ˜)J P JM2(Ω†γ,p,2 + Ω†γ,n,2)ψg, |1; JM〉 = N (1)J P JM1(b†nb†p)11ψg,
|1˜; JM〉 = N (1˜)J P JM1(b†n1 − b†p1)Ω†βψg, ψg = exp[(dpb†p0 + dnb†n0)− (dpbp0 + dnbn0)]|0〉. (2.1)
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Here, the following notations have been used:
Ω†γ,k,2 = (b
†
kb
†
k)22 + dk
√
2
7
b†k2, Ω
†
k = (b
†
kb
†
k)0 −
√
1
5
d2k, k = p, n,
Ω†β = Ω
†
p + Ω
†
n − 2Ω†pn, Ω†pn = (b†pb†n)0 −
√
1
5
d2p,
Nˆpn =
∑
m
b†pmbnm, Nˆnp = (Nˆpn)
†, Nˆk =
∑
m
b†kmbkm, k = p, n. (2.2)
Note that a priory we cannot select one of the two sets of states φ
(γ)
JM and φ˜
(γ)
JM for gamma
band, although one is symmetric and the other asymmetric against the proton-neutron
permutation. The same is true for the two dipole states isovector candidates. In [11],
results obtained by using as alternatives a symmetric structure and an asymmetric structure
for the gamma band states were presented. Therein it was shown that the asymmetric
structure for the gamma band does not conflict any of the available data. In contrast, on
considering for the gamma states an asymmetric structure and fitting the model Hamiltonian
coefficients in the manner described in [8], for some nuclei a better description for the beta
band energies is obtained. Moreover, in that situation the description of the E2 transition
becomes technically very simple. The results obtained in [8, 11] for 156Gd are relevant in
this respect. For these reasons, here we adopt the option of a proton-neutron asymmetric
gamma band. All calculations performed so far considered equal deformations for protons
and neutrons. The deformation parameter for the composite system is:
ρ =
√
2dp =
√
2dn ≡
√
2d. (2.3)
The factors N
(k)
J with k = g, β, γ, γ˜, 1, 1˜ involved in the wave functions are normalization
constants calculated in terms of some overlap integrals.
We seek now an effective Hamiltonian for which the projected states (2.1) are, at least to a
good approximation, eigenstates in the restricted collective space. The simplest Hamiltonian
fulfilling this condition is:
HGCSM = A1(Nˆp + Nˆn) + A2(Nˆpn + Nˆnp) +
√
5
2
(A1 + A2)(Ω
†
pn + Ωnp)
+A3(Ω
†
pΩn + Ω
†
nΩp − 2Ω†pnΩnp) + A4Jˆ2, (2.4)
with Jˆ denoting the proton and neutron total angular momentum. The Hamiltonian given
by Eq.(2.4) has only one off-diagonal matrix element in the basis (2.1); that is 〈φβJM |H|φ(γ˜)JM〉.
However, our calculations show that this affects the energies of β and γ˜ bands at the level of
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a few keV. Therefore, the excitation energies of the six bands are to a good approximation,
given by the diagonal elements:
E
(k)
J = 〈φ(k)JM |H|φ(k)JM〉 − 〈φ(g)00 |H|φ(g)00 〉, k = g, β, γ, 1, γ˜, 1˜. (2.5)
F spin properties of the model Hamiltonian and analytical behavior of energies and wave
functions in the extreme limits of vibrational and rotational regimes have been studied
[8, 11–15]. Results for the asymptotic regime of deformation suggests that the proposed
model generalizes both the two-rotor [1] and the two-drop models [16].
Note that HGCSM is invariant under any p-n permutation and therefore its eigenfunctions
have a definite parity. We chose one or the other parity for the gamma band, depending on
the quality of the overall agreement with the data. We don’t exclude the situation when the
fitting procedure selects the symmetric γ band as the optimal one. The possibility of having
two distinct phases for the collective motion in the gamma band has been considered also
in [17] within a different formalism.
III. EXTENSION TO A PARTICLE-CORE SYSTEM
The particle-core interacting system is described by the following Hamiltonian:
H = HGCSM +
∑
α
ǫac
†
αcα −
G
4
P †P
−
∑
τ=p,n
X(τ)pc
∑
m
q2m
(
b†τ,−m + (−)mbτm
)
(−)m −XsS ~JF · ~Jc, (3.1)
with the following notation for the particle quadrupole operator:
q2m =
∑
a,b
Qa,b
(
c†jacjb
)
2m
, Qa,b =
jˆa
2ˆ
〈ja||r2Y2||jb〉. (3.2)
The core is described by HGCSM , while the particle system is described by the next two
terms, standing for a spherical shell model mean field and pairing interactions of the like
nucleons, respectively. The notation |α〉 = |nljm〉 = |a,m〉 is used for the spherical shell
model states. The last two terms, denoted hereafter as Hpc, express the interaction between
the satellite particles and the core through a quadrupole-quadrupole qQ and a spin-spin
force sS, respectively. The angular momenta carried by the core and particles are denoted
by Jc(= Jp + Jn) and JF, respectively.
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The mean field plus the pairing term is quasi-diagonalized by means of the Bogoliubov-
Valatin transformation. The free quasiparticle term is
∑
α Eaa
†
αaα, while the qQ interaction
preserves the above mentioned form, with the factor q2m changed to:
q2m = η
(−)
ab
(
a†jaajb
)
2m
+ ξ
(+)
ab
(
(a†jaa
†
jb
)2m − (ajaajb)2m
)
, where
η
(−)
ab =
1
2
Qab (UaUb − VaVb) , ξ(+)ab =
1
2
Qab (UaVb + VaUb) . (3.3)
The notation a†jm (ajm) is used for the quasiparticle creation (annihilation) operator. We
restrict the single particle space to a proton single-j state where two particles are placed.
For the space of the particle-core states, therefore, we consider the basis defined by:
|BCS〉 ⊗ |1; JM〉,Ψ(2qp;J1)JI;M = N (2qp;J1)JI
∑
J ′
CJ J
′ I
J 1 J+1
(
N
(1)
J ′
)−1 [
(a†ja
†
j)J |BCS〉 ⊗ |1; J ′〉
]
IM
,
(3.4)
where |BCS〉 denotes the quasiparticle vacuum, while N (2qp;J1)JI is the norm of the projected
state.
IV. NUMERICAL APPLICATION
The formalism described above was applied for two isotopes 188,190Os. In choosing these
isotopes, we had in mind their triaxial shape behavior reflected by the signature
E2+g + E2+γ = E3+γ . (4.1)
Indeed, this equation is obeyed with a deviation of 2 keV for 188Os and 11 keV for 190Os.
A. Energies
We calculated first the excitation energies for the bands described by the angular momen-
tum projected functions |g; JM〉 ⊗ |BCS〉, |β; JM〉 ⊗ |BCS〉, |γ; JM〉 ⊗ |BCS〉, |1; JM〉 ⊗
|BCS〉, |1¯; JM〉⊗ |BCS〉 and the particle-core Hamiltonian H . Several parameters, like the
structure coefficients defining the model Hamiltonian and the deformation parameters ρ,
are to be fixed. For a given ρ we determined the parameters involved in HGCSM by fitting
the excitation energies in the ground, β and γ bands, through a least square procedure.
We then varied ρ and kept the value which provides the minimal root mean square of the
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resulting deviations from the corresponding experimental data. The excitation energies of
the phenomenological magnetic bands are free of any adjusting parameters. In fixing the
strengths of the pairing and the q.Q interactions, we were guided by [13], where spectra
of some Pt even-even isotopes where interpreted with a particle-core Hamiltonian, the core
being described usung the CSM. The two-quasiparticle energy for the proton orbital h11/2
was taken as 1.947 MeV for 188Os and 2.110 MeV for 190Os , these values being close to
the ones yielded by a BCS treatment in the extended space of single particle states. The
parameters mentioned above have the values listed in Table I. Excitation energies calculated
ρ = d
√
2 A1[keV] A2[keV] A3[keV] A4[keV] X′pc[keV] XsS [keV] gp[µN ] gn[µN ] gF [µN ] r.m.s.[keV]
188Os 2.2 438.7 -93.8 -70.5 9.1 1.02 3.0 0.828 -0.028 1.289 16.93
190Os 2.0 366.1 92.6 24.0 12.2 1.66 2.0 0.7915 0.0086 1.289 18.63
TABLE I: The structure coefficients of the model Hamiltonian were determined by a least square procedure. On the
last column the r.m.s. values characterizing the deviation of the calculated and experimental energies are also given. The
deformation parameter ρ is adimensional. The parameter X′pc is related to Xpc by: X
′
pc = 6.5η
(−)
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Xpc.
with these parameters are compared with the corresponding experimental data, in Figs. 1
and 2. One notes a good agreement of results with the corresponding experimental data.
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FIG. 1: Experimental (Exp.) and calculated (Th.)
excitation energies in ground, β and γ bands of 188Os.
Data are taken from [18].
FIG. 2: The same as in Fig.1 but for 190Os with data
from Ref.[19].
Unfortunately, there is no data values available concerning the magnetic states. However, in
[18, 19] the 1304.82 keV and 1115.5 keV states in 188Os and 190Os respectively, perform an
M1 decay to the ground band states. These states could tentatively be associated with the
heading states of the two dipole bands which are located at 1400 and 1538 keV, respectively.
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FIG. 3: Excitation energies for the yrast (lower-left)
and non-yrast (lower-right) boson dipole states of 188Os.
The twin bands T1 and T2 are also shown.
FIG. 4: The same as in Fig. 3 but for 190Os. Here
the dipole bands from the lower columns are described by
|1;JM〉 and |1¯;JM〉.
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FIG. 5: The BM1 values associated with the dipole
magnetic transitions between two consecutive levels in the
T1 band of 188Os. The results are interpolated with a
second rank polynomial (full curve). The gyromagnetic
factors employed are gp = 0.828µN , gn = −0.028µN and
gF = 1, 289µN .
FIG. 6: The magnetic dipole reduced probabilities
within the two quasiparticle-core bands corresponding to
the quasiparticle total angular momentum J. The gyro-
magnetic factors are the same as those used in Fig. 5.
For 188Os, the states |1; JM〉 are not in a natural order from J ≥ 6. Indeed, the yrast states
belong to the 1+ band except the states with J = 6, 8, 10 which are of 1¯+ type. Similarly,
non-yrast states have a 1¯+ character except the states of J = 6, 8, 10, which are of 1+ type.
If in the expression of H (3.1) one ignores the spin-spin term, the resulting Hamiltonian
exhibits a chiral symmetry. A chiral transformation in the angular momentum space consists
in changing the orientation of one of the axes. Thus the chiral transformation transforms
a right oriented trihedral form into a left oriented trihedral form and vice versa. Clearly
the spin-spin interaction breaks the chiral symmetry i.e. this term is not invariant under
any chiral transformation. Indeed, changing alternatively the signs of JF ,Jp,Jn one obtains
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188Os 190Os
T1 T2 T3=T4 T1 T2 T3=T4
3.698 3.716 3.707 3.596 3.581 3.589
4.081 4.117 4.099 3.962 3.931 3.947
4.468 4.523 4.495 4.346 4.298 4.322
4.864 4.941 4.903 4.754 4.689 4.721
5.276 5.373 5.324 5.196 5.112 5.154
5.704 5.823 5.764 5.687 5.586 5.637
6.152 6.295 6.224 6.259 6.139 6.199
6.626 6.793 6.709 6.968 6.829 6.898
7.128 7.320 7.224 7.916 7.757 7.836
7.662 7.880 7.771 9.258 9.078 9.168
TABLE II: Excitation energies of the chiral bands T1, T2, T3 = T4 given in units of MeV
three distinct interactions which, moreover, are different from the initial one. Associating
with each of these interactions a band (for more details see Section 5), one obtains a set of
four bands which will be conventionally called chiral bands. In figures 3 and 4 the chiral
bands T1 and T2 are associated with the actual Hamiltonian given by equation (3.1) and
the one obtained by the chiral transformation JF → −JF , respectively, while the bands T3
and T4 are degenerate and correspond to the transformations Jp → −Jp and Jn → −Jn
respectively, applied to the initial reference frame symbolized by T1. The degeneracy is
caused by the fact that in both cases the transformed spin-spin interaction is asymmetric
with respect to the p-n permutation and therefore their averages with the two quasiparticle-
dipole-core states, which are asymmetric, are vanishing. It is remarkable the fact that upon
enlarging the particle-core space with the [(2qp)J ⊗ Φ(g)J ′ ]IM states, the interaction between
the opposite parity 2qp ⊗ core states, due to the spin-spin term, would determine another
two bands of mixed symmetry, characterized also by large M1 rates. The description of
such bands will be presented elsewhere. In conclusion, the degeneracy mentioned above is
removed if the space is enlarged such that the parity mixing symmetries are possible. The
energies shown in figures 3 and 4 are listed in Table 2.
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B. Magnetic properties
In what follows we give a few details about the calculation of the M1 transition rate. The
magnetic dipole transition operator is defined as:
M1,m =
√
3
4π
(gpJp,m + gnJn,m + gFJF,m) . (4.2)
Considering for the core’s magnetic moment the classical definition, one obtains an analyti-
cal expression involving the quadrupole coordinates and their time derivatives of first order,
which can be further calculated by means of the Heisenberg equation [8, 11, 12]. Finally,
writing the result in terms of quadrupole boson operators and identifying the factors mul-
tiplying the proton and neutron angular momenta with the gyromagnetic factors of proton
and neutrons, one obtains [11]

gp
gn

 = 3ZR20
8πk2p
Mc2
(~c)2

A1 + 6A4
1
5
A3

 , (4.3)
where Z and R0 denote the nuclear charge and radius, while M and c are the proton mass
and the velocity of light. kp is a parameter defining the canonical transformation relating
the coordinate and conjugate momenta with the quadrupole bosons, while A1, A3, A4 are the
structure coefficients involved in HGCSM . Within the GCSM the core gyromagnetic factor
is [8]
gc =
1
2
(gp + gn), (4.4)
and moreover that might be identified with the liquid drop value, Z/A; consequently the
canonicity coefficient acquires the expression:
k2p =
3
16π
AR20
Mc2
(~c)2
(
A1 + 6A4 +
1
5
A3
)
. (4.5)
Inserting this in Eq.(4.3), the gyromagnetic factors are readily obtained. Their values are
listed in Table 1. The fermion gyromagnetic factor corresponds to the proton orbital h11/2
with the spin composing term quenched by a factor 0.75.
With this expression for the transition operator, we also calculated the B(M1) value for
the transitions 1+ → 0+g and 1+ → 2+g . The results are 0.2772µ2N , 0.0139 µ2N for 188Os
and 0.1752µ2N , 0.0085µ
2
N for
190Os. Actually this is consistent with the fact that the nuclear
deformations of the considered nuclei are small, which results in there being a relatively small
11
HT1L
HT4LHT3L
HT2LJF
JF JF
JF
Jp
Jp
Jp
Jp
Jn
Jn
JnJn
-XsS JF JC
-XsS JFH-Jp + JnL
-XsS JFHJp - JnL
XsS JF JC
FIG. 7: The four frames are related by a chiral transformation. The spin-spin interaction corre-
sponding to each trihedral is also mentioned. They generate the bands Ti with i=1,2,3,4, respec-
tively.
M1 strength for the dipole state 1+. The model used in the present paper was formulated in
a previous publication [7] and applied for the case of 192Pt. As we already mentioned before,
here we used the same ingredients but for another two triaxial isotopes, 188,190Os. While
in Ref.[7] the gyromagnetic factor of neutrons was taken to be 1
5
gp, here the two factors
are calculated in a self-consistent manner and thus they depend explicitly on the structure
coefficients involved in the collective Hamiltonian. Our work proves that the mechanism
for chiral symmetry breaking, which also favors a large transverse component for the dipole
magnetic transition operator [5], is not unique.
The bands T1, T2 and T3,4 , defined above have, do indeed have properties which are
specific to the chiral bands:
i) First of all, as proved in [7], the trihedral form (Jp,Jn,JF ) is orthogonal for some
total angular momenta of the 2qp-core states, at the beginning of the bands, and almost
orthogonal for the next states, and on increasing the total angular momentum the angle is
decreased due to the alignment effect caused by rotation. Since the proton state involved
is h11/2 and the fermion angular momentum is J = 10 with the projection M = J , this is
aligned to the Oz axis, which is perpendicular onto the plane of the orthogonal vectors Jp
and Jn;
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ii) The energy spacings in the two bands have similar behaviors as function of the total
angular momentum. They vary slowly with angular momentum. From Table 2 one notes
that for 190Os the energy spacing increases with the angular momentum faster than in the
case of 188Os. The reason for this difference is provided by the strength of the qQ-interaction;
iii) The staggering function (E(J)−E(J − 1))/2J is almost constant;
iv) The most significant property is that the B(M1) values for the transition between two
consecutive levels are large. The B(M1) values associated to the intra-band transitions are
large despite the fact that the deformation is typical for a transitional spherically deformed
region; this property is shown in Fig. 5. The fact that the large transition matrix elements
are associated with a chiral configuration of the angular momenta involved is illustrated in
Fig 6, where one sees that large B(M1) values are achieved for large quasiparticle total angu-
lar momentum projection on the symmetry axis. According to figure 5, the M1 strength for
the intra-band transitions depends quadratically on the angular momentum of the decaying
state. This feature is to be compared with the property of the scissors mode that the the
total M1 strength is proportional to the nuclear deformation squared.
C. More about symmetries
Our description is different from the ones from the literature in the following respects. The
previous formalisms were focussed mainly on the odd-odd nuclei, although a few publications
refer also to even-odd [20] and even-even isotopes [21]. Our approach concerns the even-
even systems and is based on a new concept. While until now there have been only two
magnetic bands related by a chiral transformation, here we found four magnetic bands with
this property, two of them being degenerate.
Indeed, consider the trihedral formas (Jp,Jn,JF), (Jp,Jn,−JF), (−Jp,Jn,JF),
(Jp,−Jn,JF) denoted by the same letters as the associated bands, i.e. T1, T2, T3 and
T4, respectively. To these trihedral forms, four distinct spin-spin interaction terms corre-
spond: (JF ·Jc); (−JF ·Jc); (JF · (−Jp+Jn); (JF · (Jp−Jn), each of them affecting the chiral
symmetric and degenerate spectrum in a specific way. Concretely, let us denote by Ck with
k = p, n, F the chiral transformation corresponding to the ”k” axis and define
kΨ
(2qp;J1)
JI;M = CkΨ
(2qp;J1)
JI;M , k = p, n, F. (5.1)
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The average of the model Hamiltonian with the transformed functions is
〈kΨ(2qp;J1)JI;M |H|kΨ(2qp;J1)JI;M 〉 = 〈Ψ(2qp;J1)JI;M |(Ck)+HCk|Ψ(2qp;J1)JI;M 〉. (5.2)
This equation proves that the four bands are, indeed, determined by the images of the non-
invariant part of H through the transformation Ck. According to this equation, the four
chiral bands show up upon adding to the space of 2qp-core states given by equation (3.4)
the corresponding chirally transformed states.
Obviously, the four bands are related by the following equations:
T2 = CFT1,
T3 = CpT1 = R
n
piT2,
T4 = CnT1 = R
p
piT2 = R
F
pi T3. (5.3)
with Rkpi, k=p, n, F, denoting the rotation in the angular momenta space around the axis k
with angle π. Therefore, if T1 is a right trihedral form then the trihedral forms T2, T3 and
T4 have a left character. Due to this, one may expect that the bands Tk with k=2,3,4, are
identical since they have the same chiral nature. This is however not true in our model since
the transformations Cp and Cn break not only the chiral symmetry but also the proton-
neutron (pn) permutation symmetry. Due to this feature the bands T3, T4 and T2 are
different. Moreover, since for the frames T3 and T4 the sS term is asymmetric under the
(pn) permutation and consequently its average with wave functions of definite pn parity is
vanishing, the corresponding bands are degenerate. Note that upon enlarging the particle-
core space with the 2qp⊗Φ(g)J states, the interaction between the opposite parity 2qp⊗ core
states due to the spin-spin term will determine another two bands of mixed symmetry,
characterized also by large M1 rates. In conclusion, the degeneracy mentioned above is
removed if the space is enlarged such that the parity mixing is possible. The description of
such bands will be presented elsewhere. The bands of different chiral kinds are conventionally
called partner bands. In this respect, the pairs of bands (T1, T2), (T1, T3), (T1, T4) are chiral
partner bands. According to the above equations, the reference frames of similar chiral
nature are related by a rotation of angle equal to π.
Now let us see how the transformations defined above affect the sS interaction term. To
this end, it is useful to introduce the notation Vk for the interactions specified in figure 7
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which corresponds to the reference frame Tk. Obviously, the following relations hold:
V2 = CFV1,
V3 = CpV1 = CnCFV1 = R
n
piV2,
V4 = CnV1 = CpCFV1 = R
p
piV2 = R
F
pi V3,
V4 = CnV1 = CnCpV3 = CFV3. (5.4)
From here, the connections of different chiral transformations result:
Cp = CnCF ,
Cn = CpCF ,
CF = CnCp. (5.5)
Consequently, under the given conditions the set of Cp, Cn, CF and the unity transformation
I form a group. At a superficial glance, this seems to be in conflict with the fact that a chiral
transformation changes chirality while the product of two transformations preserves chirality.
We mention however that the equations from above were derived taking into account that
each interaction Vk is invariant under the parity transformation P , which simultaneously
changes the orientation of the three axes. Due to this result we may extend the notion of
the chiral partner bands to any pair of bands (T2, T3), (T2, T4), (T3, T4).
The bands T1 and T2 have different chiralities and thereby they characterize different
nuclear phases. Varying the interaction strength XsS smoothly from positive to negative
values, one may achieve a transition between the two phases. The critical value of the
strength is XsS = 0. Recall that the degenerate bands T3 and T4 correspond to this value.
On the other hand it has been proved that, generally, the critical point of a phase transition
corresponds to a new symmetry [22, 23]. Tentatively, the degeneracy of the T3 and T4 bands
might be related with the symmetry corresponding to the critical spin-spin interaction.
Note that in the absence of the sS interaction, the Hamiltonian is invariant under chiral
transformations, and therefore states with left are degenerate with those of right chirality.
The model Hamiltonian is also invariant with respect to the pn permutation and conse-
quently its eigenstates are either even or odd with respect to this symmetry. When the sS
interaction is switched on both symmetries - chiral and pn permutation - are broken. Thus
the energies of left oriented frame are different of those of right character. Moreover, for
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T1 and T2 the states are of definite pn permutation parity, while upon enlarging the model
space, T3 and T4 are split apart and the states become mixture of components of different
parities.
Note that fixing the angular momentum orientation may define a certain intrinsic frame
while apparently the Hamiltonian is considered in the laboratory frame, due to its scalar
character. This is actually not the case. Indeed, the Hamiltonian is invariant under the
rotations defined by the components of the total angular momentum but not under those
defined by the components of JF, Jp or Jn. The pure boson term should be discussed in
the framework of the coherent states. Indeed, we recall that the projected states depend on
the deformation parameter which implies an asymmetric structure in the intrinsic coordi-
nates. Indeed the projected state is a linear combination of different K components among
which one is dominant. Therefore the states are approximatively K oriented and by this
the Hamiltonian is considered in a subsidiary intrinsic frame when an angular momentum
projected states are used.
Usually the particle-core formalisms are confronted with the Pauli principle violation.
This feature is not encoutered in the present approach. Indeed, the two quasiparticles which
are coupled to the core have a maximal angular momentum. On the other hand in a spurious
component, which might be generated by the particle number operator, the quasiparticle
angular momenta are anti-aligned which results in having a vanishing total angular momen-
tum. We recall the fact that the core is described in terms of phenomenological quadrupole
proton and neutron bosons. If we consider a microscopic structure for the aforementioned
bosons, then among the composing quadrupole configurations one may find the state of the
outer particles. This could be a source for the Pauli principle violation. Again that does
not matter in our case since the 2qp state have a maximal angular momentum while the
proton bosons, describing the core, have the angular momentum equal to two. In conclu-
sion, due to the fact that the 2qp states, which are coupled to the core, are characterized by
maximal quantum number K, the Pauli principle is not violated at all, at least as far as the
particle-core interaction is concerned. Of course, since the states of the core are multi-boson
states the Pauli principle is violated, which is common to all phenomenological descriptions
dealing with bosons. However, if the anharmonic boson Hamiltonian is derived by means of
the Marumori [24] boson expansion method, this drawback is certainly removed. Since our
description uses phenomenological quadrupole bosons, the core’s feature mentioned above
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does not show up.
In order to stress on the novel features introduced by the present paper, it is worth
summarizing the differences with respect to the approach of [7]:
a) The nuclei chosen for applications are different;
b) The M1 properties are studied with different transition operators;
c) Here we discuss the phase transition between left and right chiral nuclear phases;
d) The critical point of this transition is characterized by a new symmetry associated
with the two degenerate bands T3 and T4;
e) On enlarging the 2qp-core space by adding states of even parity with respect to the
proton-neutron permutation, as for example the states 2qp ⊗ Φ(g)J , and then diagonalizing
the spin-spin interactions V3 and V4 in the extended space, the degeneracy of the two bands
T3 and T4 is lifted. Moreover, with the interactions V3 and V4 one associates two bands of
mixed parity and left chirality. The composing states have the 2qp-dipole core functions
as dominant components. The resulting non-degenerate bands have mixed parity and left
chiralities and define new T3 and T4 bands, denoted hereafter by T
′
3 and T
′
4. The band T
′
3 is
composed of states having the maximum component for the 2qp-dipole core state yielded by
diagonalizing V3. Similarly one defines the band T
′
4 but with the sS interaction V4. Note that
while T ′3 and T
′
4 bands have strong intra-band M1 transitions the other two bands provided
by diagonalization, denoted by T ′′3 and T
′′
4 , are connected with T
′
3 and T
′
4 respectively, by
weak inter-band M1 transitions. The angular momentum alignment is a slow process and
therefore the angle between Jp and Jn remains large, which contrasts the scissors mode
which is characterized by small angle between the symmetry axes of the proton and neutron
systems. From this point of view the chiral states are of shears type rather than of scissors
type. The intra-band M1 strength depends quadratically on the angular momentum, while
the M1 strength for a scissors mode is proportional to the nuclear deformation squared.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Here we considered two proton quasiparticle bands but alternatively we could chose two
neutron quasiparticles or one proton plus one neutron quasiparticle bands. Of course, the
latter bands would give a description of an odd-odd system. We already checked that
a two neutron quasiparticle band is characterized by a non-collective M1 transition rate.
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This feature suggests that, indeed, the orbital magnetic moment carried by protons plays an
important role in determining a chiral magnetic band. The core is described through angular
momentum projected states from a proton and neutron coherent state as well as from its
lowest order polynomial excitations. Among the three chiral angular momentum components
two are associated with the core and one with a two quasiparticle state. In contradistinction,
the previous descriptions devoted to odd-odd system, use a different picture. The core carries
one angular momentum and, moreover, its shape structure determines the orientation of the
other two angular momenta associated with the odd proton and odd neutron, respectively.
For odd-odd nuclei several groups identified twin bands in medium mass regions [25–28] and
even for heavy mass regions[29, 30]. Theoretical approaches are based mainly on a triaxial
rotor-two quasiparticle coupling, which was earlier formulated and widely used by the group
of Faessler [31–34]. For a certain value of the total angular momentum, the angular momenta
carried by the three components are mutually orthogonal. This picture persists for the next
two angular momenta and then increasing the the rotation frequency, the core spins are
gradually aligned. Subsequently, the quasiparticle angular momentum is also aligned with
the resulting spin. This is the mechanism which develops a ∆I=1 band. The new features
of the present approach are underlined by comparing it with the formalism of [7].
As mentioned before, the even-even nuclei which might be good candidates for use in
exploring the chiral properties are those of a triaxial shape. Moreover, the satellite protons
are to be in a shell of large angular momentum. In this way the protons orbital angular
momentum provides a consistent contribution to the M1 strength. Also, the chosen nucleus
must belong to a transitional spherically deformed region, i.e. it exhibits a small nuclear
deformation. In the present approach the chiral states are of 2qp-core dipole state type which
implies that the core has a low lying dipole band. The numerical results for the chosen nuclei
are consistent with the commonly accepted signatures of the chiral bands. The intra-band
M1 strength has a quadratic dependence on the state angular momentum, which contrasts
the case for the scissors mode, whose strength is proportional to the nuclear deformation
squared. The chiral bands are characterized by large angles between the proton and neutron
symmetry axes, while for the scissor mode this angle is very small. The calculated M1
strength for the transition from a chiral band to the band generated by the 2qp ⊗ Φ(g)J is
small, which confirms the fact that the considered states have a different nature than the
scissors-like states.
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The strength parameters characterizing the core were fixed by fitting some energies from
ground, β and γ bands. The agreement with experimental data in the core bands is very
good. Unfortunately, no data for the dipole bands are available for the chosen nuclei.
Experimental data for chiral bands in even-even nuclei are desirable. These would encourage
us to extend the present description to a systematic study of the chiral features in even-
even nuclei. The present paper has the merit of drawing the attention to the fact that such
states, organized in twin bands, exist. We believe that predicting new features of the nuclear
system and describing the existing data are equally important ways of achieving progress in
the field.
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